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Agenda

Subject Speaker (s)

Reflections from a Named GP Megan Morris

Professional curiosity – what does it mean for your work? Annie Ho

Safeguarding quiz Annie Ho

Safeguarding Adults Reviews (SARs) – why do you need to know? Annie Ho

Learning from national SAR analysis and other reviews Annie Ho

Telling the human story – who is P? Annie Ho

Making an effective safeguarding adult referral for a non-
statutory enquiry

Megan Morris & Annie Ho

Multi-agency approaches for complex cases in Southwark Megan Morris

Q&A Megan Morris & Annie Ho



Reflections from a 
Named GP

Dr Megan Morris

Named GP for Adult Safeguarding, 

SELCCG

Southwark Borough



Principles of Safeguarding Adults

Right to live 
free from 

fear or 
neglect

Dignity

Respect for 
an 

individual’s 
own choices



Nothing is ever straightforward
My grown up son 
lives with me because 
he doesn’t have 
enough money to live 
anywhere else, and I 
love him

I think my son may 
have an autistic 

spectrum disorder but 
he has never been 
formally diagnosed

I had a traumatic childhood 
and try to suppress 

thoughts about this by 
binge drinking alcohol. I also 

self-harm. I don’t want 
people to know I’m 

struggling, but sometimes I 
feel like I am going to crack

My son sometimes 
hits me and 

sometimes I can be 
quite scared of him. 

One time he 
threatened me with a 

knife.

I lent my son some money 
and I think he used it to buy 
drugs. I found an enormous 

stash of a white powder in his 
bedroom. I wish he would not 
hang around that bad crowd 
but whenever I bring it up he 

shouts at me

I would do anything 
for my son and do not 
want social services or 
police involved – they 
didn’t look after me 
well when I was in 

care so how can I trust 
them?

If my son was charged 
or moved away I think I 

might spiral into 
worsening depression



Respecting right of 
self-determination 
and confidentiality

Level of Risk



Safeguarding Adults at risk can require 
a lot of effort and perseverance

The more complex the situation, the more time and effort is 
likely to be needed to help the individual

Need to go at their pace (unless there is a threat to life or of 
serious harm by delaying)

If help is turned down initially, revisit it, try to ask more 
questions about why this may be – keep the door open

Organise follow-up



It is ok to ask for help

• It is good practice to share information appropriately and seek advice from relevant partners, to inform risk 
assessment and decision making

• Always follow the “Seven Golden rules of information sharing”.

• You do not need to make difficult decisions alone and if you are worried about your legal footing you can 
also consult your medical defence organisation.

• Speak to colleagues – Practice Safeguarding Lead
• Speak to the Safeguarding team at the CCG

• Named GP for Safeguarding Adults (meganmorris@nhs.net) 
• Designated Nurse for Safeguarding Adults (florence.acquah@nhs.net)
• Team email: (souccg.southwarksafeguardingteam@nhs.net)

• Speak to the duty social worker
• Speak to Solace Women’s Aid or IRIS for domestic abuse cases
• For cases of potential criminal or sexual exploitation, modern slavery or trafficking there is 

the Southwark Council “Community Harm and Exploitation Hub”
• Hold a multi-agency meeting (complex case pathway for self-neglect)

mailto:meganmorris@nhs.net
mailto:florence.aquah@nhs.net
mailto:souccg.southwarksafeguardingteam@nhs.net


7 Golden Rules of Information Sharing

1. GDPR and Human Rights Law not barriers to appropriate information sharing but provide 

frameworks for sharing appropriately 

2. Be honest and open with the individual from the outset about why, what, how and with whom 

information will be shared, and seek their agreement, unless it is unsafe or inappropriate to do so

3. Seek advice from colleagues or your information governance lead (or your medical defence 

organisation) if you are in any doubt about sharing the information concerned, without disclosing 
the identity of the individual where possible



5. Consider safety and wellbeing: base your information sharing decisions on considerations of 

the safety and wellbeing of the individual and others who may be affected by their actions

6. Necessary, proportionate, relevant, adequate, accurate, timely, and secure

4. Where possible, share information with consent and respect people’s wishes if they do not give 

consent. You may share information if, in your judgement, there is a lawful basis to do so, such as 
where safety is at risk.

7. Keep a record of your decision making and the reasons for it. If you have shared record what 

you have shared, with whom, and for what purpose



DHRs and SARs in Southwark

3 SARs (Safeguarding Adult Reviews)

9 DHRs (Domestic Homicide Reviews)

Overarching themes: 
Risks that have gone unrecognised
Poor inter-agency working/information sharing



Barriers to identifying risk: 
Unconscious bias

• Cultural diversity

• Sexual orientation

• Religious beliefs

• Older age

• Attempts to be politically 
correct/culturally sensitive/polite 
or making assumptions may cloud 
our judgement and stop us 
questioning more deeply about 
what someone is telling us. 



Making routine enquiries about safety

Practice weaving these into as many consultations as you can and 
the questions will become easier to ask (and for the patients to 
answer).

If we feel uncomfortable asking the questions, imagine how the 
patient feels……. 

How are things 
at home? Are you worried or 

fearful about anything 
or anyone?



No one approach is perfect

• Reviews of cases in DHRs and SARs not for apportioning blame

• In every review I have been involved in I can see myself in the position of the GP, and can 
understand how easy it can be to miss (often hidden) safeguarding concerns when 
dealing with everyday medical problems, with the usual time pressures and daily 
distractions

• Seen many exemplary cases where GPs have 
• used their professional curiosity 
• built the trust of an individual to reveal hidden fears and risks
• done everything they can to help their patient
• BUT then other factors have worked against the individual to leave them at risk.



Hope you come away from the PLT feeling more 
• CONFIDENT 
• EMPOWERED to ASK QUESTIONS in any context thrown at 

you, 
• To SEEK ADVICE
And approach people with EMPATHY.



Case Study

• Marion is a 59 year old lady who lives alone in a one bedroom privately owned flat in a block. She 
has always liked to keep herself to herself, and her neighbours don’t know her well, apart from 
when she occasionally gets verbally abusive on her doorstep, seemingly drunk. 

• She suffers from agoraphobia and relies on a friend to do her shopping for her, who she entrusts 
with her credit card. The shopping consists mostly of alcoholic drinks, crisps and biscuits because 
this is what she likes, and her gas hob and oven no longer work to cook proper meals. Marion 
sleeps on the sofa because her bedroom is piled high with boxes and papers. She only has just 
enough floor space to walk to the front door and the bathroom from her sofa. Her bath is full of 
old electrical equipment that she doesn’t want to part with, so she says she does “blanket baths” 
to keep clean. 

• She has developed an ulcer on her leg which you have asked district nurses to help dress but you 
have had an email from the district nurses to say that Marion has refused their care and has been 
verbally abusive to them when visiting.



Multi-agency approach for self-neglect:

Complex Case Pathway
(Endorsed by SSAB)



1. IDENTIFY

• A professional has concerns about the risk of harm to a person, and the following all apply: 

• The person does not live in a registered care home*

• The risk of harm derives from the person themselves (through their unmet self-care needs), rather than 
a third party*

• The unmet self-care needs are problematic to manage and the risk of harm is increasing. 

• *Local safeguarding processes should always be used for people living in care homes, or where a third 
party (for example another person or a service) is the source of the risk



2. RESPOND

• Agency that identifies the concern is the first responding agency, this agency having responsibility for 
advancing the concern at this stage. Two actions must occur: 

1. Report an adult 
safeguarding concern

2. First responding agency identifies other ‘relevant agencies’ that

• Are currently providing support to that person
• May add expertise to the assessment of risk 
• Is the person’s GP 



3. ORGANISE
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Arrange virtual multi-agency risk meeting involving ‘relevant agencies’ 

Consider if other pre-arranged meeting could be utilised to cover the requirements of 
the complex case risk assessment

SSAB team would be happy to assist GPs with contact information for partners, to 
ensure they have the correct attendance at the meetings. Any enquiries can be 

sent to the SSAB inbox:   ssab@southwark.gov.uk

mailto:ssab@southwark.gov.uk


4. ACTION

• Virtual multi-agency risk assessment meeting takes place 

• First responding agency presents overview of case/concerns

• Relevant agencies share information 

• Risks are reviewed in more detail 

• Create action plan and review period

• Lead agency identified, replacing first responding agency 

• Record minutes and actions (see Appendix for template)

Action plan and risks are reviewed at subsequent meetings until risks are reduced or are 
stabilised. 
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• Pulling multi-agency meetings together requires time and effort

• Now used to virtual meetings, this may be a little easier to co-ordinate

• In negotiations at present to establish further admin support from the board to 
host and arrange meetings, and chase actions, understanding GP workload.

• The board has backing from all agencies to engage in this process – even if you 
are not the first to initiate the multi-agency meeting, you may be requested to 
attend, although not statutory obligation.

• Remember always the seven golden rules of information sharing 



Community 
Harm and 

Exploitation 
Hub

(Southwark 
Council)

CommunitySafety@southwark.gov.uk

Weekly multi-agency meetings, statutory 
services and voluntary sector involvement

May be considered alongside safeguarding 
referral and/or police involvement, but 

could be approached first for expert advice. 
Referral requires consent

Each user is allocated a primary and 
secondary worker. Each service user is 

made a bespoke “offer” of support options 
to assist them in turning their lives around

including emergency re-location if 
necessary

cuckooingforum@southwark.gov.uk 

“the practice of taking over a 
vulnerable person’s home for the 
purpose of establishing a base for 

illegal drug dealing”

Chaired by Senior Adult Social 
Worker

Referral requires consent from 
individual

Monthly multi-agency meetings 
after which individual is made a 

bespoke “offer” of support options 
to assist them in removing the group 

that has taken over their home.

Emails monitored Monday-
Friday 8.30-5.30pm

mailto:CommunitySafety@southwark.gov.uk

